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a DEcaDE-loNG 
collaboratioN 
spawNs a fash-
IoNablE flIck 
and cElebratory 
sNEaks.

For Vivazz, a recently completed 131-unit, 192,000-
square-foot social-housing complex in the city of Mieres, 
Spain, the Madrid-based firm Zigzag Architecture brain-
stormed ways to translate the Asturias region’s mountain-
ous terrain, factories, and coal mines into the architecture 
itself. The finished project evokes exactly that. 
 With a dark grey corrugated-steel facade and court-
yard walls made of tropical wood, it’s a two-faced design 
that feels both urban and rural at the same time. Nature 
in particular plays a role. Ranging from two- to six-stories 
tall—“like mountains,” says partner and architect David 
Casino—the project’s form inhabits the surrounding land-
scape, while its grassy interior courtyard conjures the wil-
derness. Put together, these elements “connect with the 
city and the memory of the people here,” says Casino. And 
do so on a budget of only $15 million.—Spencer Bailey 

at a new 
housING 

 complEx IN 
spaIN’s

INDustrIal  
hEartlaND, 

wooD  
aND mEtal  

mINGle.

This Is My Dream, the new Theo Stanley–di-
rected documentary about Yohji Yamamoto—
which coincides with the 10-year anniversary  
of the Japanese fashion designer’s col-
laboration with the Adidas sportswear label  
Y-3—intimately follows the legend around 
his New York, Paris, and Tokyo haunts. For 
the occasion, Yamamoto has also designed 
a limited-edition footwear collection. Pre-
sented during Paris Fashion Week in January, 
the line features red, black, and white com-
binations of X-motifed classic and high-top 
styles, including the Yohji Pacer and GSGX. 
The footwear, available in runs of only 300 
per style, hits shelves at Yohji Yamamoto and 
Y-3 boutiques in July.—Gregory Wein
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�  aband  one D D.c. 
st ru ct u�  � G� s � .
Classically trained pianist-turned-landscape architect 
Mikyoung Kim recently choreographed her two seem-
ingly disparate skills into the most unlikely of places: a 
boarded-up beacon in Washington, D.C. By installing six 
refl ective and dichroic acrylic cones, then orchestrat-
ing a rotating, multi-speed 400-watt fi xture, the artist 
devised a Bach-like sonata of kaleidoscopic light—”a 
symphonic composition,” she calls it—for the metro-
area commuters.—S.B.

hEavywEIGht 
DEsIGNEr koN-
staNtIN GrcIc 
lENDs hIs famE 
to thE NExt 
hotspot for 
Eme rGING tale nt .

This year, Belgrade’s arts-and-culture nonprofi t 
Mikser launched its inaugural Young Balkan De-
signers contest, for which industrial designers 
from across the region were invited to submit 
creations fashioned to improve everyday life. 
Says Mikser’s creative director Maja Lalić: “As a 
regional project, it builds bridges between simi-
lar cultures recently divided by war.” A jury panel, 
including Lalić and furniture designer Jelena 
Matic, was headed by industrial designer Kon-
stantin Grcic, whose Yugoslavian heritage made 
the project especially sentimental. Together, the 
jury surveyed the applicants in search of innova-
tive, cost-eff ective, and environmentally friendly 
wares. “Design education in the region is poor, 
and the means needed to support one’s work 
are limited,” says Grcic. “These young people 
make a lot out of very little.”
 Creations by the 14 winners from fi ve coun-
tries include no-wire felt hangers (above) from 
Bosnia and Herzegovina’s Neria Sinabašić and 
Bulgarian Petara Zaharionov’s crate-like book-
shelf. The troupe presented as a group at Sa-
lone and will receive a year of promotion from 
Mikser.—Tiff any Jow

Prompted by demand from contemporary nomads every-
where, Moleskine unveiled its latest endeavor at its Salone 
booth this spring: an extension of its iconic notebooks 
via reading, writing, and travel accessories. For this am-
bitious onslaught of products, including messenger bags, 
rechargeable LED booklights, reading stands, backpacks, 
cedar-wood pencils, and more, the cult outfi t called on 
Italian industrial designer Giulio Iacchetti, who took to the 
task with the company’s history in mind. Says Iacchetti: 

“I wanted to give a strong personality to Molskine objects 
without an act of disrespect against the legendary note-
book.” By maintaining the Moleskine aesthetic, he distilled 
its signature smooth surface, elastic straps, and shape into 
the new products’ forms, as well as leather onto the bags. 
Loyal notebook users won’t need to worry about keeping 
their accessories in sync, either: The new wares have spe-
cial clips and holders that allow for diary compatibility.—T.J.

mole skIne  
provES  
a bra �  
� N Grow 
IN a 
sINGle  le ap.

a Dutch label � �  it s 
� ns to inv�   in �   
b� nd —bo�  emoti on-
a� y �   fin� cia� y.
Youasme/Measyou, a new line of low-key 
women’s and men’s knitwear and jerseys, 
offers affordable, high-quality garments. 
That is, affordable to a select few. Designer 
Mark van Vorstenbos and conceptual artist 
Twan Janssen are financing their line with 
a cadre of 500 founders, who pay 500 eu-
ros each. After five years, the founders will 
get their money back, and with five-percent 
interest. The hook? The core group of fi-
nanciers get a 50-percent discount. To the 
creators, the customer’s involvement mir-
rors the brand’s designs. “Knitwear is a very 
personal affair,” says van Vorstenbos. “It 
shapes and folds to the body. It’s anything 
but obtrusive.”—Alex Onderwater

spaNIsh archI-
tEct u�  fIrm 
usES  multi me DIa 
to � DEfIne  the   
moN� ra ph for 
the   DIGit al aGE.
Since 2006, when architect Carlos Fer-
rater set up the family-run firm Office of 
Architecture in Barcelona (OAB) with Xavier 
Martí Galí, Lucía Ferrater, and Borja Ferrater, 
a central focus of the studio has been, as 
Borja puts it, “to share architecture with so-
ciety.” To begin this outreach effort, the firm 
established Galeria OAB, a street-front ex-
hibition, research, and lecture space down 
the street from their office.  
 OAB’s latest public-immersion project: 
Ferrater and Partners (Actar), their debut 
monograph, which uses scannable QR 
codes on its pages—a first from an archi-
tecture firm. The codes, which link to eight 
Web-based videos of OAB’s projects, such 
as an art gallery and a botanical garden, 
provide an innovative way to view and expe-
rience architecture: through motion, music, 
and interviews. One of the videos, about a 
sinuous beachfront promenade in Beni-
dorm, Spain, was produced by the Madrid-
based Studio Banana TV Internet-video 
network. Of the monograph’s digital design, 
says Borja, “You can put yourself in our skin 
in a way.”—S.B.
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stEvEN holl makES 
wavES IN bIarritz.
Museum and surfing cultures, one would think, aren’t intend-
ed to mesh. The Cité de l’Océan et du Surf, a science and 
ecology museum set to open in June in the seaside town 
of Biarritz, France, suggests that they can and do. Designed 
by New York–based Steven Holl Architects in collaboration 
with Solange Fabião, the approximately 50,800-square-
foot concave, wave-shaped complex includes a half-pipe-
like outdoor plaza paved with Portuguese cobblestones—a 
design, says Holl, that’s intended to “become an extension 
of the landscape.” Naturally, structures housing a restaurant 
and kiosk allude to the hulking profiles of two boulders in 
the bay.—S.B.

Is It tImE to rE-
thINk the bASIc  
Elements o f  
coNstructIoN?  
a NEw cEmENt 
hElps pavE thE  
way to a  
carboN-frEE 
worlD.

a revolutionary  
chair is born with  
a little help from its
automotive friends.
As designers push the technological limits 
of furniture companies, several have found 
a surprising ally: auto manufacturers. Follow-
ing the lead of Dutch designer Joris Laarman, 
who designed his 2006 Bone collection with 
Opel, German designer Stefan Diez offers 
the new car-component-built Chassis chair 
for Wilkhahn. When beginning the project, 
Diez studied the bare-bones construction of 
Brooks bicycle saddles. “They have a frame 
from simple metal,” he says, “and leather 
that’s attached as a seat.” The final design 
is an upolstered seat on a hollow steel frame 
that’s lighter and stronger than cast-metal op-
tions. Some might say it’s even worthy of the 
Autobahn.—Tim McKeough

Winner of Material Connex-
ion’s 2010 Medium Award for 
Material of the Year,  the envi-
ronmentally friendly carbon-
negative cement Novacem 
releases zero emissions during 
production by replacing calcium 
carbonates used in cement 
mixing with magnesium silicates, 
then blending the concoction 
in a low-temperature, biomass-
fueled process. The London-
based company plans to go 
global with commercial-scale 
plants by 2015.—T.J. P
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